
Minimal to the point of barely there, much of

Ella Reed's work plays on subtle interventions

which tease and often perplex the viewer.

Her work in Thrash is willfully obscure,

a small monitor perched on a shelf in the

gallery bookstore, playing movies with a barely

audible soundtrack. Offering assistance to those

of us so often torn between attending gallery

openings and just staying at home to watch

the telly, this work slides sideways somewhere

between simulation and reality. Mounted high

on the wall in the manner of a TV at the chippie,

and set at an angle so that both visitors to the

store, and bookshop staff can view it easily,

videos can be personally selected by individuals

to enhance their experience of shopping and

art viewing.

Ngai Tahu artist and filmmaker Nathan Pohio’s

work is infused with an enjoyment of the vagaries

and idiosyncrasies of those around him,

from his own rally car driving cousins to social

smoking in the current political climate.

Highlighting bizarre obsessions and quests,

his work is a playful celebration of the weird

and wonderful in us all. In Sleeper, two monitors

face off against each other, one showing a close-

up of the artist’s nephew sleeping, his child’s

face innocent and unexposed. The other monitor

plays a continuous shot of the boy’s ceiling view,

day glo stars and planets lit against the dark.

Capturing a moment in time with his unerring

instinct for a gentle yet biting humor Sleeper is

a work which is playful and touching.

Julaine Stephenson often works outside gallery

constrains, the guerilla tactics of her practice

including ‘the illegal roving bar’, a temporary

drinking venue located in a condemned

Cinema in Christchurch’s Square, presided over,

and operated by the artist, and a work installed

in the warehouse show Canvass (Christchurch

1999) where the artist politely glued a $2 coin

onto the floor and watched with glee while visitors

to the show tried to pry it off the floor to pocket.

Creating a whimsical tableau of danger and

intrigue, Julaine presents a snapshot in the lives

of her ongoing saga about soft toy creations

Sugar and Candy. In a previous gallery episode

Sugar, in a spate of greediness, was found

ripping superfluous pieces of body adornment

off Skater girl (AKA Candy). Unsatisfied with the

recent spillage of blood, the pint sized femme

fatale then called in the heavyweights to rid her

world of the scourge of Candy. Now Sugar

has discovered haute cuisine and the

ancient art of the Ta-ke-a-way. Sugar's still

out for a piece of Candy!

Emma Bugden

A version of this text was originally printed in

the THRASH exhibition brochure published by

the EAF.
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From our town to yours

Settled in 1836 on Kaurna land, Adelaide was

developed from a city plan devised by surveyor

Colonel William Light: a square mile of gridded

streets surrounded by a parkland belt. Just over

one million people live in and around Adelaide,

mostly on a wide and narrow plain that hugs

Australia's southern coast, looking across the

Gulf of St Vincent to where, in summer, the sun

descends into the ocean like the fireball it is,

the sea still plenty warm enough to go swimming

at whichever stretch of suburban beach

you like. Or you can soak up the rays all over,

at Maslin Beach, less than an hour from the

city, Australia's first legally nude beach.

This is just one of Adelaide's paradoxes.

It used to be referred to as the 'city of churches',

and Adelaide is still the brunt of jokes about

its dullness, or its creepy underbelly (the result

of a spate of particularly psychopathic murders

throughout the 1970s). At the same time,

the State Parliament initiated leading law reforms

recognising the rights of women, indigenous

Australians and gays & lesbians; and Adelaide

has hosted a major international arts festival

every two years since 1960. Adelaide is a

changing city. Our neighbourhood, the so-called

sleazy West End, is being rapidly transformed

via City Council and State Government initiatives

into a leading arts and education precinct.

The Experimental Art Foundation moved to

a disused factory in the area in 1987,

surrounded by light industry. From our purpose-

built premises (opened in 1992) we are now

a stone's throw from two major tertiary arts

institutions, luxury hotels and apartments,

groovy loungebars, pubs, streetwear shops,

a skatepark, and an increasing population of

students, tourists and workers.

Buddies

Adelaide is also a Sister City to Christchurch.

The Experimental Art Foundation has had an

informal relationship with The Physics Room

for a while. And about a year ago we decided

to initiate an exchange project that has resulted

in this exhibition of work by new Adelaide artists.

In return, a show of new artists from

Christchurch, curated by The Physics Room,

was shown at the Experimental Art Foundation

in June/July 2002.

GLEAM

The original concept for this exhibition was

that the works included related to the aesthetics

of contemporary design, graphics and magazine

culture. The conceit was that the works were

self-consciously stylish, that their content was

their appearance, that they acted like groovy

showreels for themselves.

As curator, I invited a group of artists to exhibit

together at the Experimental Art Foundation

with the intention of the show being developed

and presented via collaboration, it would be

workshopped and thinktanked by the team

as it were. The artists understood the codes

of the visual media landscape, and some of

the work engaged directly with it.

Over drinks and informal dinners the project

took shape. It acquired a name, a graphic

identity, and an attitude. The work trades on

a hip appeal but also slices through it.

The artists aren't interested in deconstructing

media methodology, but in altering the form

via codification and poetics.
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GLEAM Curated by Chris Chapman
James Dodd  Yoko Kajio  Tim Sterling  Kate Stryker  :  30 May – 1 July



Kate Stryker's slide projection work, for instance,

translates ubiquitous urban neon signage into

abstract imagery more suggestive of a sunset

than a supermarket. In the past Kate has

photographed details of 1970s fabric, or cream-

coloured closeups of domestic interiors so that

they appear like minimal paintings. Using basic

techniques (like rapidly moving the camera

while taking the shot), Kate has produced images

that suggest painting with light. Her use of slide

projector technology is not to evoke a lo-fi

nostalgia, but to suggest a temporal and

measured sequence of imagery.

Light is important to Yoko Kajio too. Yoko has

used projected light and translucent materials

to create environmental works, sometimes

involving digital processes. As an exploration of

modes of perception, her work might engage

the focus involved in looking closely at a small

digital print of koi swimming in a pond, or

immersion in a space activated by saturating

video projection. Yoko's work in GLEAM is

typically enigmatic: a large-scale video projection

shows in closeup a kind of scanning and

zooming across sections of photographic film.

The imagery suggests digital paradigms:

circuitry or synthetic regimes. A glowing pile of

photographic strips, materially artificial, is also

spookily organic and atmospheric.

Coding is big for Tim Sterling. Using a system

of word association, Tim is presented with

a range of elements, from which he

sources illustrations. He then translates these

into objects by meticulously hand-sawing thin

sheets of MDF. The elements of his work for

GLEAM include: a Mongolian hat, a necklace,

and various plant structures. These are propped

on a base so that it is difficult to discern exactly

what they describe, and they become a network

of graphic 3d forms. At odds with the systematic

approach to the creation of the cut-outs,

the object is grounded by a compacted strata

of audio cassette tapes, lined up so that the

rows of holes form invisible rods.

Two little birds tussle with a length of rubber

(like a worm) threatening to destabilise the

whole thing. The cut-out elements may be

smoke, because the title of the work - BOMB -

implies a sense of compressed matter or energy.

James Dodd's enthusiasm for the evolving

graphic codes of urban culture have already

resulted in the creation of several large scale

wall paintings, and numerous graphic and other

works that appear across a range of spaces

and contexts. James' work draws upon,

and contributes to, the localised languages of

skate & BMX culture and street art. Add to that

an interest in Japanese text and manga forms,

and corporate logoism, and his work can be

understood as responding to both local and

global imperatives. James' hybridised text-forms

suggest a future language, or better, an existing

one customised by its users.

Chris Chapman

The presentation of GLEAM at The Physics

Room was assisted by Arts South Australia.

The Experimental Art Foundation is supported

by the Commonwealth Government through the

Visual Arts Craft Fund of the Australia Council,

and the South Australian Government through

Arts SA.

This text originally printed in the GLEAM

exhibition brochure published by the EAF.
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Christchurch is a weird mix of old money,

white power gangs and gluebag kids, set against

a new influx of rapid migration, largely Asian

and Pacific, and the growing strength of

Ngai Tahu as a major financial and

cultural force. Suffering, as always, from the

perpetual drift north (Auckland, Melbourne,

London) of a generation of 20 somethings,

Christchurch continues to regenerate itself,

and its artists.

Pigeon holed as conservative, Christchurch

certainly retains close links with its historic,

colonial past. Local school kids are taught

about the ‘first four ships’ (ships bringing

English settlers to Lyttleton harbour) rather

than the Waka we were taught about up in

sunny Northland. Enmeshed in a strong

painterly tradition, and with more than a nod

and a wink to the old Masters, the city’s public

arts institutions have a distinct regionalist focus.

The Physics Room works to broaden connections

and dialogue with artists and writers on a national

and international scale, providing a conduit for

the local arts community, and offering a more

inclusive view of contemporary arts and culture

which celebrates difference and debate.

Given the geographical location of the gallery

the emphasis on electronic and print publications

has been imperative to The Physics Room’s

survival and growth, as have the growing

networks of project spaces and galleries

throughout the world that we draw on.

When thinking about spaces in Australia to

work with, Adelaide seems an obvious

suggestion, and the Physics Room and the

EAF have shared an informal friendship for

some time. Often described akin to Adelaide,

sharing a flatness in scale, with grids aplenty

(same town planner!), and sharing both the civic

status of ‘sister cities’, and a tendency to be the

butt of everyone else’s jokes, Christchurch and

Adelaide seem inextricably linked.

Back to regionalism. Entrenched in

Christchurch’s art success stories are brooding

landscapes, a fascination with the sparseness

and barrenness of the plains, and an abiding

fixation with the dark, the bleak and the just

downright miserable. In contrast, the artists

in Thrash mix up humour and satire in

generous scoopings, informed by both the

stark aestheticism of an art historical

minimalism and the throwaway consumerism

of contemporary pop culture. Discursive, often

oblique or throwaway, their work focuses on

the ordinary stuff of lives, finding humour

and critique in the everyday matter and

transforming the mundane and unseen.

Part scavenger and part hobbyist constructor,

Dan Arps creates sprawling installations which

colonise space, crawling up walls, hanging off

windows and ceilings, and spilling out doors.

From meticulous cardboard and paper

constructions to warehouse buckets and $2

shop detritus, Arps gathers material seemingly

randomly, yet each installation is painstakingly

built up and layered. For Thrash Arps has built

a kit-set scaffolding, a DIY construction site for

the modern art boy. Entitled The Museum of X

and Dolphins and some drawings towards a

base for the world, this work contains elements

of his ongoing series The Museum of X and

Dolphins, which displays a growing archive of

artifacts, all containing an ‘X’ or ‘dolphin’

theme to them. Rife with references to both

museological and art historical practices,

particulary seminal proto conceptual art works,

the artist has described these pieces as

‘poor imitations...executed as directly as possible

with simple means’.
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Thrash A Physics Room touring project

curated by Emma Bugden for the Experimental Art Foundation

Dan Arps, Nathan Pohio, Ella Reed, Julaine Stephenson  :  28 June – 28 July




